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THE PEGWALL 
THAT FITS YOUR 
LIFESTYLE.

www.mywallpro.com
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myWall is the World’s Premium 

Pegwall System that provides 

the ability to customize any wall 

to fit your lifestyle or business. 

The myWall Pegwall panels are 

easily hung in minutes, and have 

unmatched strength. With over 

50 accessories, the system can be 

customized for any need.

BE KNOWN AS A CREATIVE 
PROBLEM SOLVER

As an interior designer, you need to make the most of 

your client’s space while remaining true to their style. In 

order to do that, consider a multi-functional pegboard 

wall system that can adpat to any setting.

MOST DISPLAY AND STORAGE 
PEGWALLS LACK APPEAL

Most display and storage wall systems provide 

limited functionality, lack aesthetic appeal, and can’t 

easily adapt when you need to update the space. We 

believe you should be able to provide a solution that 

works in any room, introduces a variety of application 

options, and can change whenever your space or 

interests demand.
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HANGING TVs, DESKS, LIGHTS, PICTURES, 
AND SHELVES HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER.

We understand how difficult it can be to maximize your client’s space and meet all of their 

storage and display needs while still complimenting the room. We created the myWall 

premium pegboard wall system that allows you to design personal and functional settings 

that work Today and Tomorrow.

Don’t limit your imagination on short-term design solutions and 
instead deliver a creative design option with our premium peg 

board wall system that can adapt to any setting.

PROVIDE A 
SOLUTION 
THAT WORKS 
IN ANY ROOM.

Introduces a variety of 

application options, 

and can change 

whenever your space 

or interests change.
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PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS

Panel

French cleat

FIRE RATED

Provided by: HPVA Labs (Baltimore Maryland)

Class B

MATERIALS

Rubber wood / Para wood (Thailand)

Renewable Resource

WEIGHT LOAD LIMITS

Provided by: NTS (Baltimore Maryland)

Load limit weight tested to beginning of deflection

Panel - 4,939 lbs.

Locking Pin - 443 lbs.

Non-locking Pin - 328 lbs.

Shelf (non-locking pins) - 1,017 lbs.

SIZE SPECS:

Height: 2160mm (85”)

Width: 600mm (23 5/8”)

Depth: 72mm (2.8”)

Pin Hole Diameter: 16.3mm

Pin Hole Depth: 38mm

Weight: 23 kilogram

Distance between holes: 120mm

Locking Pins

23 5/8”

85”

FRONT BACK
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FUTURE-PROOF YOUR SPACE:

Choose the best option to match your customer’s style and space.

Create a space that is functional and long-lasting.

PRODUCT
OPTIONS

Colors

myWall panels are 

available in standard 

whitewash or natural 

color. (custom colors 

available upon request)

Pins / Locking Pins
Pins are available in 
either locking or non-
locking versions with 
multiple length options.

Free-Standing Options
The wall system can 
also be hung on a free-
standing system. (used 
with half or full panels)
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KITCHEN RETAIL

FITNESS EDUCATION

EXHIBIT GARAGE
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AdaptivDC

42395 Ryan Road

Suite 112 / PMB 212

Ashburn, VA 20148

800. 693. 0068

hello@adaptivdc.com

adaptivdc.com

myWall is a registered 

trademark and 

patented design. 

All Rights Reserved.
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We offer a limited 

5-year warranty on 

all our products.

FUTURE-PROOF YOUR SPACE


